INTRODUCTORY WORKSHOP ON CYBER SECURITY

How to protect your company against
online and offline security threats.
Date: Booking required. | Loc ation: In c ompany | Days: ½

IT training courses

Businesses are constantly, often without their knowledge, being
targeted by cyber-attacks which can compromise security and
put sensitive data at risk. Threats, from both online and offline
sources, will impact on business resilience, affect compliance,
brand, reputation and profit. Although company employees are
expected to understand programme suites such as Microsoft
Office, they may not be aware that they are innocently exposing

•

Attending this
workshop gives
a current understanding of the
cyber and other
security threats
(on and offline)
that can affect
you and your
business.

•

£325 +VAT
workshop
materials
included.

•

Contact us early
to reserve your
companies slot.

•

CPD attendance
certificate.

the company to risk just by normal use of the internet or email.
Examples include bad password management, opening fake
emails with malicious attachments masquerading as invoices,
documents, pdfs and graphic files or attaching potentially
contaminated USB flash drives or their personal devices to the
company network. This is why security training is essential to
reduce such risks. Our workshop is ideally suited to existing
employees or new ones on induction training. It can be presented
on a one-to-one basis or to a small group.
This workshop includes;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Explaining what online and offline security threats are and
how to take steps to minimise your exposure to them,
How to develop good computer housekeeping including,
how to correctly set up and safeguard passwords,
How to successfully use antivirus and antimalware utilities,
The misuse of attached devices such as USB flash drives,
Failures in the provision of adequate back-up policies,
The use of out dated operating systems and software,
The use of social networking and the inadvertent placing
of sensitive information online,
The discussion of malicious email attachments and links,
Offering suggestions on preventative measures to avoid
being easily targeted.

At the end of this course delegates will have a practical understanding of how
to protect themselves and their business against cyber and other computer
related threats, and how to adopt good housekeeping techniques to minimise
any threats that may occur in the future. There will be a Q & A session at the
end and case studies can be discussed.

“Camtek CSI has worked
closely with our company
on a number of IT and
compliance issues.
Throughout various projects
I have found them to be
conscientious, hardworking
and possessing skill levels of
the highest quality.”
Peter Muller, Managing Director,
Curzon Communications, London,
UK.
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